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Book Descriptions:

canon 814 xl-s manual

The lens was a new 8x zoom lens starting at the wide angle of 7 mm. It had telephoto macro with
focusing by the focusing ring and wideangle macro with focusing by the zooming ring in the same
way as the 1014XLS. This model did not have a superimposing display in the viewfinder, but rather
had a warning display outside the image area. The overlap function applied in the 1014XLS, was not
employed for this model. Spectra coating. Closeup shooting distance and the field of view when the
focusing ring is set at infinity Rotation angle Approx. 130 degrees. Manual cancellation of the CCA
filter is possible with the CCA filter switch. Shutter blades are controlled by independent DC
micromotors. Fading of both picture and sound, picture only or sound only is possible. Double
recording system with pulse signal synchronization is possible using a tape recorder. Input
impedance Approx. 5 K ohm. Usable microphone Low impedance type.Output impedance 400 ohm.
Minimum input impedance Approx 50 K ohm. Usable microphone Low impedance type.Manual
recording or manual recording with a limiter. The microphone attenuator can be set at 0 dB or 20
dB. Possible with a remote control switch or a remote switch on a microphone. External power
source Power Pack 9 V can be used. I agree except I’d change the model to the 814XLS. Sexiness
and coolness factor aside, the versatile 814XLS is as close to perfection as a Super 8 camera can get.
Why do I prefer the lesser 814XLS over the more expensive 1014XLS Sharper lens and better
ergonomics. The Canon Zoom 756mm f1.4 Macro on the 814XLS is sharper and lighter. The Canon
zoom 6.5 65 mm f1.4 macro on the 1014XLS is wider, longer and heavier. Making the 1014XLS nose
heavy and unwieldy in your hands. Both models were designed and engineered in the early 80’s and
as such they are as advanced and reliable as modern Super 8 movie cameras can
get.http://digitalpolicycouncil.com/imagenes/dual-gps-user-manual.xml

canon 814 xl-s manual, canon 814 xl-s manual, canon 814 xl-s manual pdf, canon 814
xl-s manual download, canon 814 xl-s manual free, canon 814 xl-s manual
instructions.

If Canon were to design a top of the line Super 8 camera today I doubt they could improve on the
design and performance of the 814XLS, except for maybe getting rid of the allelectronic exposure
system and adding a true mechanical iris. As much as I love the superior imagery my Zeiss GS8,
Nikon R10, and Beaulieu ZM2 produce, I lately find myself shooting more and more with my
versatile 814XLSThe big and bright viewfinder makes it very easy to frame and focus. I love the
sleek and ergonomic design of the body and the handle. The body is decently thick metal and the
internals contain a chip that controls the framerates, making them very accurate. I used this camera
recently while I was at an aquarium and still managed to get sharp, wellexposed images even with
the low natural lighting. I prefer the eyepiece of the 814E. Choose your shop Both models have the
same basic functions, only the lens is a 8x zoom lens and the overlap function applied in the
1014XLS is not available in this model. Some say the 814 XLS has a sharper lens. If you have a tight
budget, this is the camera you definitely want. Very well built, bright and big viewfinder, sleek and
ergonomically designed.Rotation angle approx. 130 degrees. Manual cancellation is possible.
Shutter blades are controlled by independent DC micromotors. Fading of both picture and sound,
picture only or sound only is possible. Double recording system with pulse signal synchronization is
possible using an external recorder. External power source can be used. Updated 25 March 2020
See also Canon Canon 1014 Canon 1014 xls Canon 1218 Canon 310 Canon 512 Canon 514 Canon
514xl s Canon 518 Canon 814 Canon 814 xls Canon zoom 250 Share them here. Here youll find most
of them for download, in English language as well as multilingual. The manuals for very few specific
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cameras were not available anymore, but the manuals from earlier, later or similar models can be
used instead. Just very few minor details will differ
e.g.http://mcsfood.com/images/dual-passive-infrared-detector-manual.xml

smaller lens, missing or an additional feature etc. The operating instructions remain always the
same. Google f stop and go on images. There you will see what changing the lenses f stop does to the
iris sometimes called the entrance pupil. Bigger the number then smaller the entrance pupil.
Smaller the number then bigger the entrance pupil. Then you change your f stop according to what
the meter reads. Im not sure how the Canon 814 XL works and therefore I do not know how to set
any of these. Although Im sure YouTube has a ton of vids telling you how to get a light reading. Do
you have access to a DSLR that you could play around with ISO, F Stops and shutter speed before
shooting on Super 8 This might be a better way of learning before going to shoot on film. I think itd
be best to read up on the basics of photography first before shooting film, let alone Super 8, given its
inherent cost. I have one myself. It should read 50D as 40 totally fine, 200T as 160 totally fine and
500T as 400 totally fine. So basically. shoot away on auto exposure. I wouldnt even worry about
manual exposure at this point. Some people may scoff but I almost always shoot on autoexposure.
But I generally stick with it as it was originally meant. To simplify. Enable the filter while outside
and disable while inside. Or you can just always have it disabled and it can be easily corrected in the
scan these days. Do you have access to a DSLR that you could play around with ISO, F Stops and
shutter speed before shooting on Super 8 This might be a better way of learning before going to
shoot on film. I have one myself. It should read 50D as 40 totally fine, 200T as 160 totally fine and
500T as 400 totally fine. Some people may scoff but I almost always shoot on autoexposure. Thats
one the main reasons why I picked up this camera. Thats one the main reasons why I picked up this
camera.

Throw a cartridge of 500T in there and make sure the dial for shutter angle is on the window shaped
like a box and not the sun so that the shutter speed is lower and you can really get some solid low
light footage. I shot this is a dark loft. Ive also used a 514XL and 500T and literally shot in a cave
that had fairly low lighting. Autoexposure at that point just opens the aperture up all the way. Not
the sharpest footage with low light but it works. Super 8 can easily be shot on autoexposure though
and gets great results so dont stress too much. My concern about the camera you have is the lack of
24fps. The 814 XLS, 814 AZ and 814 AZ Electronic do shoot 24fps. Also, use 200T or 250D film
stocks in low light if you dont mind the extra grain. Ive also used a 514XL and 500T and literally shot
in a cave that had fairly low lighting. Not the sharpest footage with low light but it works. Luckily I
added some light to the set up. The 814XLS has a hell of a lens. Also the 2K scan from Gamma Ray
was top notch. Best scans Ive ever gotten. I shot this wedding in a ridiculously low light venue where
you could seriously barely see the couple with your own 2 eyes and they didnt want any other
lighting so I shot on a Beaulieu 1008XL 220.So pretty much everything one can do to help without
actually adding light. It did manage to miraculously capture an image but it was grainy as all getout
so I minimized using that footage it in the edit. You can see the ceremony at around 235. The 814XL
should probably perform similarly. Keeps it true to the medium in my amateur opinion and is more
budget friendly to this walletstrapped shooter. Its a little tricky in editing sometimes but not awful.
Keeps it true to the medium in my amateur opinion and is more budget friendly to this
walletstrapped shooter. Its a little tricky in editing sometimes but not awful. Im sure it helps. Ive
also used a 514XL and 500T and literally shot in a cave that had fairly low lighting.

Not the sharpest footage with low light but it works. Im excited to shoot with this camera now! I
think i already know the answer but I wanna hear what you guys have to say. Paste as plain text
instead Display as a link instead Clear editor Upload or insert images from URL. Please try
again.Please try again.Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or
computer no Kindle device required. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
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heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account If
you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support To
calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Cosmetic condition LN. Notes
Accessories as shown on pictures. About An almost perfect movie camera. The 814 XLS is the movie
camera that every serious photographer has been waiting for. The only difference to 1014XLS is the
little shorter zoom range and no fading and lap dissolve mechanism. It designed for truly impressive
movies, it loaded with all sophisticated features you can expect from a professional unit. The CPU
controls all mechanism and assures centralized, easy operation. Learn more Canon Museum Manual
Disclaimer Full copyright belongs to the original manufacturer. No manual is sold through this site.
Samples Download Camera instructions. Saying no will not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but it may
make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please update to the latest version. Both registration and
sign in support using google and facebook accounts. Escape will close this window.Etsy may send
you communications; you may change your preferences in your account settings.Learn more Support
independent sellers.

Ads are shown to you based on a number of factors like relevancy and the amount sellers pay per
click. Learn more.Lovely condition mechanicallyA rare camera.Please Log in to subscribe.Register to
confirm your address.Well youre in luck, because here they come. You guessed it black. Using the
online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where you will find the solution
to your problem with Canon 814XLS. To start viewing the user manual Canon 814XLS on full screen,
use the button Fullscreen. However, if you do not want to take up too much of your disk space, you
can always download it in the future from ManualsBase. The option to print the manual has also
been provided, and you can use it by clicking the link above Print the manual. You do not have to
print the entire manual Canon 814XLS but the selected pages only. paper. If you want to quickly
view the content of pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can use them. All files
below were scanned from original manuals,Includes 3page addendum also. Last page would make a
nice poster. thanks to J.L. Seguin for the donation!. Last two pages could be posters. thanks to J.L.
Seguin for the donation! Shows how to wire cable to connect EBM to Nagra, Stellavox, Uher and
Perfectone. Good exploded views of camera components, wiring diagrams. Also has some pages for
the SB, SBM, M and RX4 models. Finally, get all the facts straight on this. Press release. Great
examples of 1940s graphic design. Skiing! Aerial Shots sort of. Worth it just for the racy ad on the
back cover!. Full parts lists, lots of exploded views of camera components and mechanisms.
Accompanies the Repair Manual, includes instructions on how to adjust components. Super8 and
35mm products. From the 70s I think. The complete article is available on Google Books now, which
is pretty amazing to me. Full color 1974 brochure with tech specs and feature list.

The photos were taken by me, of the prototype unit I purchased from the creator. Something went
wrong. View cart for details. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. If a part is broken during disassembly, there are few cameras
on the market to use for spares. As with all repair attempts, use correct tools. Below is a user
manual for when it works. See caution below. If the fungus. In this case Coatings also protect the
glass If you use an alchohol based cleaner, you run theOnly use a cleaner specific to
cameraAlthough this is picture is off a Canon 814, the same procedure applies. Remove the three
small screws on the lens sleeve. Be sure to mark where on the shroud and body certain markings are
made. This help locating the thread of the lens body when reassembling the lens sleeve. This photo
clearly shows the small hole. There will be two opposite each other on the lock ring. Alternate
between the two as the ring is unscrewed. Prior to disassembly, a lock ring must be removed. This
holds the lens in place. Use a watch repair tool with a pointed tip to locate the hole and rotate in an
anticlockwise direction. Be careful not to slip and scratch the lens. To remove the lens assembly,



remove the outer lens sleeve, it has the focus distances printed on it. Once removed, you will see
how the lens body rotates, and how the rotation guard stop against the indicated metal tab. By
cutting off the tip of the metal tab you will be able to unscrew the lens housing completely. The
downside is that once the camera is reassembled, you need to ensure a stopper is in place otherwise
while focusing you may accidently unscrew the lens. The thread of the camera lens body and lens
housing is aluminium, therefore very soft and easily damaged. If the threads are dirty, clean and
apply a small amount of grafite to the thread. Never apply degreaser or grease. TheseBe sure that
these are clean and contain no particles of dirt.

CANON 1218 DISASSEMBLY Step 01 Remove the cover on the bottom of the camera,First remove
the round switches, 18fps, 24If these are seized, or you damage the screw head, drill them out. If
you use a smaller drill bit than theThe base plate they are screwed to may gainThere are four
screws, two long screws on the top side of the batteryIf one is broken, lightly solder. If you do
solder, be sure to cover yourA build of grime on the contact surfacesThis may take quite a few
minutes beforeBe careful usingAlso, liquids may earth connections. During this stage, use your
finger to gaugeIf it is cold, check your connections. If it is hot, give it a break, it is trying toBy
lubricatingThe cover on the other side of the cameraThese are the battery test buttons. One white,
one red. Step 07 Next unscrew the four screws holding the “canonThis will require. Learn more
opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a
valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. All Rights Reserved.

As you can If you dont know All cameras listed below Thanks to all who have chosen Case not
included Case not included Detects cartridge notches to set ASA Tungsten 25, 40, 64, 100, These are
what most of the schools Great for Low Light Shooting. Adjustable Very solid construction with
Nikon Optics. Click. Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make
sure it didnt end up there. Please also check your spam folder. Discover everything Scribd has to
offer, including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.
Canon 814 Xls Manual Uploaded by andrewdefreitas 0 ratings 0% found this document useful 0
votes 30 views 92 pages Document Information click to expand document information Description
Original operators manual for this amazing camera. Report this Document Download Now save Save
Canon 814 Xls Manual For Later 0 ratings 0% found this document useful 0 votes 30 views 92 pages
Canon 814 Xls Manual Uploaded by andrewdefreitas Description Original operators manual for this
amazing camera. Full description save Save Canon 814 Xls Manual For Later 0% 0% found this
document useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0% found this document not useful, Mark this
document as not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 92
Search inside document Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language
English Change Language. It may or may not be fungus. Because of this, the camera is unusable to
me. After readjustment, we could not find a problem. Due to it being returned once, we have decided
to sell as is, for parts or repair. We still feel this is a very functional camera.Canon 814XLS Super
8mm Movie Camera with SoundThe lens is clean. The camera was tested with our batteries not
included and all functions worked properly. Includes Canon shoulder strap and instruction manual.

There was some light corrosion see photo in the battery compartment, but new batteries were tested



and worked properly.This camera is packed with features.The cameras specs can be found in the
Canon Museum is via USPS Priority Mail.We accept. You are currently using an outdated browser.
To optimise your browsing experience, please update your browser. You can update your
preferences, withdraw your consent at any time, and see a detailed description of the types of
cookies we and our partners use in our Cookie Policy. Mentioned by Canon museum Type Sound and
silent Super 8 type 8mm movie camera Double recording system with pulse signal possible. Spectra
coating. Zooming Ratio 8x Dimensions W x H x D 59.5 x 113.5 x 252.5 mm By clicking on an item on
our website, you agree to our use of cookies. Learn more about our cookies and your options.
Available to purchase for immediate download. Below is an extract from the manual converted to
text for a quick impression on the content. Canon 814 xls 1014 xls conosound camera
instructionsCanonOne reason for such shooting ease is theirOnce you have read the sections
entitledAfter you have mastered the basic. Works perfectly and it looks awesome too. Please look at
the photographs, they provide the best description. Exposure works, diopter adjusts as intended.
What is the Tripod handle for. Besides increased stability for certain type of still shots, it allows the
addition of a dual bracket for installing an external light source for extreme low light environments.
Besides this the tripod grip just makes the camera looks really cool. Please contact us to initiate your
yearly service before sending in your camera. Shipping costs include insurance and signature
confirmation with NO EXCEPTIONS. Se ha producido un error. Ve a la cesta para obtener mas
informacion. Watch pictures as part of the description. ” Mas informacion se abre en una nueva
ventana o pestana Este importe esta sujeto a cambios hasta que realices el pago.

Para informacion adicional, consulta los Terminos y condiciones del Programa de envios globales se
abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Este importe esta sujeto a cambios hasta que realices el pago.
Si resides en un Estado Miembro de la UE aparte de Reino Unido, el IVA de importacion de esta
compra no es recuperable. Para mas informacion, consulta los Terminos y condiciones del Programa
de envios globales se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una nueva
ventana o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas informacion se
abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana Mas
informacion se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana El articulo puede mostrar un deterioro
superficial, pero funciona perfectamente. Este articulo puede ser un modelo de muestra o haber sido
devuelto al vendedor tras ser usado un cierto periodo de tiempo. En el anuncio del vendedor
encontraras todos los detalles y una descripcion de los desperfectos, si los hay. Watch pictures as
part of the description. ” Contactar al vendedor se abre en una nueva ventana o pestana y selecciona
un servicio de envio para tu ubicacion. Introduce un codigo postal valido. Introduce un numero
menor o igual que 1. En las transacciones que cumplan los requisitos necesarios, estaras cubierto
por la Garantia al cliente de eBay si recibiste un articulo que es distinto de la descripcion que
aparece en el anuncio. Algunas compras especificas no estan cubiertas por la garantia.Todos los
derechos reservados. Condiciones de uso, Privacidad, Cookies y AdChoice Seguridad Norton
patrocinado por Verisign. I encourage you to contact me for additional details or pictures prior to
bidding. Theres no intention to mislead you or misrepresent any item. Most of the items I list are in
used condition therefore it is possible to receive an item which may require some cleaning or have
some handling marks.

Any damage will also be mentioned in the listing. Lets be fair with each other and have realistic
expectations when buying a used item. What you see is what you get and all items are sold AS IS.
Fellow ebay users, My goal is to provide an honest and professional transaction. Immediate payment
required ESPECIALLY when best offer is accepted I normally ship USPS retail ground to minimize
shipping costs for both seller and buyer. I will ship priority when charges are the same usually with
states bordering Texas or competitively close. If you want it faster you must let me know when or
prior to sending payment so I can calculate and add additional charges. Please do not leave negative
feedback or less than five stars for waiting an extra day or two for your item. I often pay more out of



pocket for shipping than quoted in the listing. We can work this out. Many thanks! Microphone has
small tear and wire is worn where connects to microphone shown in pictures. Installed batteries not
included and responds to button commands this is about the extent of my testing. Appears to
operate correctly but unable to test 100%. Lens and battery compartments are clean. Shipped in
aluminum case. Case manufactured by The American Pro North American Case.You are the light of
the world. Or, download just the image files here 8MB ZIP file. This model is a converted Sony
TC800BOr, download just the image files here 5.5MB ZIP file. This model is a converted Uher 4000
Report IC.This model was made by the Sansei Koki Company so has the same mechanism as various
Elmo and Goko editors.Ive got more than 1,200 pictures in the mondofoto visual encyclopedia of
super 8. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a
valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. If you dont follow our item condition
policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a
legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or
dont match the sellers description. More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. You may have
to register before you can post click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages,
select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. UserFriendly Manuals. Product
Instructions. Connectezvous pour afficher vos informations Mon eBay Developper Mon eBay
Recapitulatif Recemment consultes Encheres en cours Affaires a suivre Objets achetes Mes ventes
Recherches favorites Vendeurs favoris Messages Notification Developper le panier Chargement en
cours. Un probleme est survenu. Pour en savoir plus, affichez le panier. Watch pictures as part of the
description. ” En savoir plus la page souvre dans une nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel onglet Consultez
la description de lobjet ou contactez le vendeur pour en savoir plus sur les options de livraison. Ce
montant pourra etre modifie jusqua ce que vous ayez effectue le paiement. Pour en savoir plus,
consultez les Conditions dutilisation du Service de livraison internationale la page souvre dans une
nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel onglet Ce montant pourra etre modifie jusqua ce que vous ayez
effectue le paiement.

Si vous residez dans un pays membre de lUnion europeenne autre que le RoyaumeUni, vous ne
pourrez pas recuperer la TVA a limportation pour cet achat. Pour en savoir plus, consultez les
Conditions dutilisation du Service de livraison internationale la page souvre dans une nouvelle
fenetre ou un nouvel onglet En savoir plus la page souvre dans une nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel
onglet En savoir plus la page souvre dans une nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel onglet En savoir plus la
page souvre dans une nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel onglet En savoir plus la page souvre dans une
nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel onglet En savoir plus la page souvre dans une nouvelle fenetre ou un
nouvel onglet Objet presentant quelques marques dusure superficielle, entierement operationnel et
fonctionnant correctement. Il peut sagir dun modele de demonstration ou dun objet retourne en
magasin apres une courte periode dutilisation. Consulter la description du vendeur pour avoir plus
de details sur les eventuelles imperfections. Watch pictures as part of the description. ” Contactez le
vendeur la page souvre dans une nouvelle fenetre ou un nouvel onglet pour connaitre les modes de
livraison disponibles vers votre destination. Saisissez un code postal valide. Saisissez un chiffre
inferieur ou egal a 1. Cependant, il nexiste aucune garantie legale de conformite des objets. Les
achats aupres de vendeurs non professionnels ne beneficient pas du droit de retractation. Si le



vendeur accepte les retractations, cette information sera indiquee dans lannonce. En savoir plus sur
les garanties legales sur eBay Pour les transactions repondant aux conditions requises, vous etes
couvert par la Garantie client eBay si lobjet que vous avez recu ne correspond pas a la description
fournie dans lannonce. Certains achats specifiques ne sont pas couverts par cette garantie. En savoir
plus. Tous droits reserves.

Conditions dutilisation, Donnees personnelles, cookies et AdChoice Norton Secured developpe par
Verisign.


